Editorial

Magic of the season

At the younger who asked for his parents' business "to warm" was referring to an increase in profits and not some other insurance fraud.

Letters to Santa, 2021 edition, courtesy of the North Pole and elements in Westchester.

Collected this year — each one responded to by the "Man" — were said to be fewer in number than last year, they are ever. Many included drawings of Santa Claus. The most was for a "real dog," with "real" often underlined because of a miscommunication last year and Santa was leaving fake and in stockings.

On the opposite side of a shiny silver piece of origami pasted for a Lego Minecraft set was written in two languages. The boy sent in a form postcard and didn't fill anything into five things he wanted, but checked the box for having this year and said he is grateful for "mommy."

She would settle for a real or "even a toy" puppy.

Team with her mother to write the Santa letter. The girl Santa with two Christmas trees, while Mom handled the "She was a really, really, really good girl this year. She is no neighborhood and school. She is kind and loving and she gets the Flippy shirt she requested."

Said she was "nice to others," including her little brother, to point that out — in addition to her "good grades at" and that phrase along with a couple of other items she "real crystals." Oh, and also a dog, which is her "most"

in with a full-page marker drawing of Santa and an elf humorously leaving the gifts up to Santa.

was for a black iPhone X or X — or any model with face unlocking the program included the current inventory.

Letters to the Editor

A relatively painless yet impactful form of climate action

To the Editor:

Scapers who operate leaf blowers on a daily basis. Two-stroke engines have a short lifespan, and the two coming a bit longer to do the job, but we can clean up a little less frequently, or even better; adopt practices such as much